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Strategic Aims Strategic Goals Specific Actions Timeframe (by
when)

Responsibility
(who)

All students
experience
accelerated
progress in

reading, writing
and maths
leading to

achieving at or
above expected

levels.

Teachers review the need for
strategies/structures to
promote readiness for
academic learning to ensure
our students get the best
possible start.

1. Appoint a learning through play leader
2. Ensure teachers are observing play to identify urges

and plan accordingly
3. Review information gathered by 2021 learning through

play coordinator
4. Develop a shared understanding of what academic

readiness looks like across our staff - hui with shared
stakeholders

5. Ensuring teachers provide provocations that increase
gross and fine motor skills

6. Ensuring the why behind learning through play and
discovery times are clear across staff and allowing the
students to have their voice.

Term 1 (and
ongoing)

End of term 2

Term 1

Play lead
Team Leaders
Class
teachers

Ensure new staff are inducted
into our views of formative
assessment and that quality
formative assessment is a
feature of all classes and
teacher practice.

8. Visible learning displays or personal reading graphs in
books for reading are being used in every class

9. Ensure teachers use learning stories- exploring key
competency and student hauora

10. Students are surveyed at the end of each term (sample
only) to ensure they are able to talk about where they
are and their next steps.

11. Update the induction powerpoint - sharing with staff to
refresh

12. Re-introduce ‘inside the black box’ reading and others
- ensure staff are continuing to complete professional
reading

13. Ensure teachers are using accurate and timely
formative assessment to challenge students at the
‘cutting edge’ of their ability.

Ongoing

Term 1

DP
Team leads

Principal

New teachers are inducted to
ensure consistent practice in
writing using model texts,
learning progressions,

13. Writing progressions are in all Yr 3-6 student books
and are being used regularly and effectively.

14. Ensure staff are using and adding to the shared drive
with model texts etc.

15. Team leaders to observe one writing lesson in term 1

Term 1 and
then ongoing.

Writing lead

Team leaders



helping circles and student
choice is evident.

(videoed)
16. Writing Progressions being used by the end of week

5-6 of term 1.
17. Ensure teacher planning to use progressions with the

students e.g. taking at least two times a week to get the
students to check in with their progressions/goals.

18. Hold a staff hui on the structure of a writing lesson.
19. Re visit “I’ve got something to say” with staff
20. At least 1 shadow coaching observation

New teachers are inducted to
ensure teacher practice in
maths using Seed videos,
learning progressions,
flexible grouping and
constant monitoring is
evident.

19. PLD with Bruce
20. Seed learning access to be updated for staff
21. Ensure Level 1 60-80%, Level 2 60%-80%, Level 3

50%-70% Number is being delivered.
22. Review maths coverage timetable to ensure it meets

current needs and equality of strands
23. Ensure professional growth cycle is a working

document being reviewed and lived up to.

Termly

End term 1

Principal

Team leads

Continuation of structured
literacy and review of the
impact on teacher practice.

23. Develop student expectations for structured literacy
and create a visible learning display for these.

24. Appoint a structured literacy lead
25. Use the expectation graph to collect data and analyse it
26. Update Etap to reflect structured literacy
27. Take parents on the journey of what structured literacy

is, what are our guidelines and expectations for how
KPS does.

28. Ensure big books, poems and other approaches are still
part of quality literacy lessons for Years 0-2.

29. Send new teachers to Otonga for structured literacy
day.

Term 1

Early T2

SL lead

Class
teachers

Culturally Responsive &
Relational Pedagogy is
evident in all spaces and
supported/challenged through
shadow coaching by WSL &
ASL.

29. Share the shadow coaching approach with all teachers
and create shared expectations of their use.

30. Break down what the dialogic and transmission
interactions are about.

31. Teachers using the progressions to inform their
teaching of Te Reo Maori (karakia, tikanga are
features)

End Term 1

Ongoing

COL leads



To have at least 80% of non
ORS students who start
school here as 5 year olds
‘at’ or ‘above’ the expected
level in reading, 70% in
writing and 65% in maths by
the time they get to the end
of Year 5.

32. Ensure quality practice as identified above (8-22) Ongoing DP (senco)
Class
teachers

All ORS students will be
achieving at least 95% of their
IEP goals.

33. SENCO & LSC meet regularly to discuss progress (at
least 1 to attend all IEPs)

34. Termly hui with SENCO, LSC, RTLB, MOE & ORS
SENCO

Ongoing DP (Senco) &
LSC

To have quality
relationships with

whanau and
students that

embrace personal
challenge, whilst
progressing along

the Graduate
Profile.

The Graduate Profile is
reviewed to ensure that it
meets whānau and
community expectations and
aspirations.

35. Series of hui held to gain parents ideas of what they
want for their child by the time they leave KPS.

36. The information from above is reviewed by all
stakeholders and then used to inform our curriculum
review

Term 2 DP’s

Monitoring and recording
achievement of the Graduate
Profile is consistent and leads
to next steps learning

37. From the review above (35), the rubrics/continuums
are redeveloped

38. The new rubrics/continuums are developed to be
recorded and tracked in Etap

37. The information from above is used by leaders and
teachers to inform planning (both class and school
wide)

Term 2 All staff

Relationships with whānau
are developed beyond
support for camps etc and
become a true partnership for
education.

38. All teachers to make positive contact with whānau by
week 3

39. Introductory letter for each space shared with whānau
40. PC4L continues to be reviewed and changed to better

meet the current needs within our kura.

Term 1 All Staff



Whānau have a sense of
belonging and contribute
meaningfully to the direction
of the school

40. Graduate profile review carried out
41. Survey parents to find out what is meeting their child’s

needs.

Term 2 DP’s

To ensure the barriers to
attendance are eliminated or
minimized so that every child
experiences success with at
least 92% attendance

42. Whole class incentive reward for those that get 95%
attendance - each team leads the reward for the term.
Try for term 1 otherwise go to those that get 95%
attendance for the term and get rewarded.

43. Early communication to Caroline about wonderings
(updating the ‘children we wonder about’ doc often).

Termly Class
teachers

Through our
localised

curriculum and
appropriate
pedagogy,

students' hauora
(physical, mental,

social and
spiritual needs) is

actively
enhanced.

Trauma informed practice
becomes an emerging feature
of teacher and school
practices

44. Review enrolment procedures to include greater
gathering of information (ACEs, emergency housing)
to strengthen students' educational experience.

Ongoing DP
(pre-school) &
LSC

Through Dramatic Inquiry
PLD, the localised
curriculum foci are
strengthened and
documented to create the
Kawaha curriculum.

45. PLD with teachers from Viv Atkins
46. Share with parents what Dramatic Inquiry is.
47. Revised documented curriculum is created
48. Appoint a DI lead
49. Review and investigate what is valuable and important

for our students to learn.

End Term 2 DI leads

The localised curriculum
meets the aspirations and
expectations of whānau.

50. Following on from Graduate Profile parent hui, hold
curriculum hui to gain parents insights.

Early T3 DP’s

Areas beyond reading,
writing and maths are given
importance in planning, time
and assessment.

51. Planning is reviewed to ensure areas outside the 3 Rs
are effectively planned for.

52. Ensure that opportunities to attend overnight camps
and trips to place students out of their comfort zone
continue to be a feature of our school, working around
Covid concerns.

53. Identify and find ways to minimise or eliminate

Ongoing Team Leads

Class
teachers



barriers for students to become involved in external
opportunities (Epro 8, Ahurei, Kids for kids etc).

54. Actively promote students involvement in out of school
sport

Students leave KPS confident
and capable of managing
their own learning needs

55. Hold discussions with schools who have enrolled our
Year 7 students about their findings

56. Survey past students (Year 7) about things they wish
we had supported them with before they left us.

Start T2 Principal
DP’s

To build, promote
and support

quality leadership
across the school.

Team leaders are mentored
and mentor others to build
capacity across the team

57. Negotiate mentors for each team leader
58. Investigate having an external mentor - (Jeremy Kedian

or other)
59. Ensure specific leadership readings become a feature of

leadership hui

Term 1 Leadership
team

Rebuild the leadership team
to become a cohesive unit
that understands each other's
strengths and areas for
growth.

60. After the BOT select and appoint a Principal, work
collaboratively with this person to build relational trust
and a shared sense of the journey to date.

61. Review current perceived strengths of the team and
identify areas of vulnerability across the team

62. Leadership team support each other to grow and
challenge the status quo

Term 2 Leadership
team

Use the Educational
Leadership Capabilities
framework to identify areas
of further growth for each
leader.

63. Each leader reviews the framework and identifies 2
short term and 1 long term goal.

64. Individualised support programmes are created for
each leader to support people's ability to achieve their
goals.

End T1 Leadership
team


